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Just within the last week, the international LaRouche 
movement has launched two extraordinary video produc-

tions (see reverse side) which will demolish the central axi-
oms of the Green Fascism now destroying both Australia and 
the world as a whole. That is, these videos embody the clear 
potential to do so, but only if you and your family, and your 
friends and neighbours, actually watch them, and spread 
them everywhere you can. If you don’t, you personally are 
not only an irresponsible jerk, but you and your loved ones 
will suffer the consequences, not simply of the Second Great 
Depression now sweeping the globe, but also of the global 
warfare which inevitably accompanies such depressions. 
Given the mounting, depression-driven tensions between 
the world’s major powers over Syria, Iran and other places, 
leading military figures in the U.S., in Russia, in China, and 
elsewhere have openly warned in recent days and weeks that 
such warfare will almost certainly escalate to thermonuclear 
exchanges, which could well extinguish the entire human 
race.  

In fact, the same British Crown which created the world’s 
Green Fascist movement in order to “cull” the world’s popu-
lation down from 7 billion to 1 billion or less, in the oft-
repeated words of Prince Philip, is now scheming to pro-
voke precisely such a thermonuclear war between the U.S. 
on the one side, and Russia and China on the other. This is 
its strategy to allow the otherwise now-collapsing, trans-At-
lantic British financial empire to rule whatever remains of 
the world after such a holocaust has destroyed Eurasia and 
America, and probably much of the rest of the world besides. 

But the Depression, and an ensuing World War, both arise 
from the world’s continued adherence to the lying “limits 
to growth”-premised, fake science of “environmentalism” 
which is now strangling the physical economy of the world, 
and which also serves as the rationale to simply shut down 
the Murray-Darling Basin—to destroy the lives of not only 
its hard-working, long-suffering residents, but also those of 
the 60 million other human beings which the Basin presently 
feeds. 

If you thought “global warming” was a lying scam, you 
ain’t seen nothing yet.   

The videos: 
The Extinction of Empire. Released on 26th January 

by the LaRouche Political Action Committee in the United 
States, statesman and physical economist Lyndon LaRouche 
and his scientific “Basement Team” present the evidence of 
the last 500 million years of life on earth: that mankind—like 
all species which ever came before him—can only survive by 

increasing its “energy-flux density”. (As happened with the 
development of new, more energy-dense powers of photo-
synthesis in newly-evolving plant species, for instance, upon 
which new, more highly-developed forms of animals then 
fed.) By contrast, any plant or animal species—such as the 
dinosaurs—which were not able to increase their “command 
over nature” in that fashion, simply disappeared in mass 
extinction events, and were replaced by entire new species 
which did embody such an upward, rigorously-demonstrable 
evolutionary shift in energy-flux density.

Today, such an upward evolutionary shift for mankind 
means mastering and deploying fission and fusion power on 
a mass scale; developing even higher forms of energy pro-
duction such as matter-antimatter reactions; and re-launch-
ing a great program in space colonization (beginning with 
colonising the Moon and Mars) which alone can secure hu-
man existence in a solar system otherwise now threatened by 
major shifts in the cosmic radiation and other galactic pro-
cesses which have unleashed the recent extreme changes in 
weather over the past year or so—including the devastating 
density of earthquakes, tsunamis, etc. 

Unlike animals, we human beings each possess unique 
creative powers of mind. We therefore either utilize these 
uniquely human creative powers to develop our command 
over nature through new scientific and technological break-
throughs, or we will almost assuredly suffer a mass extinc-
tion event—one way or the other—just as almost all the 
millions of plant and animal species before us have suffered 
repeatedly over the last 500 million years of the known geo-
logical history of the earth. The animals had no choice; we 
humans do, but only if we rid humanity of the grim reaper of 
the British Crown’s Green Fascism, in favour of real science. 
(http://www.cecaust.com.au/extinction)    

‘Ecosystems’: A Genocidal Fraud. All of the “science” 
used to justify shutting down the Murray-Darling Basin—
and therefore much of our nation’s food supply—rests upon 
a single concept: that of the “ecosystem”. But a remarkable 
new film from the BBC, amplified by additional research by 
the Citizens Electoral Council, proves that notion to have 
been a witting lie since it was first invented in 1935 by the 
notorious British imperialist and eugenicist, Sir Arthur Tans-
ley. Tansley’s personal protégés were deployed to Austra-
lia to run the plot to shut down the Basin. They are liars, 
and they know it. This video discredits forever the notion 
of “ecosystems”, and the lying, genocidal British imperial 
quacks who have promoted it. (http://www.cecaust.com.au/
ecosystemsfraud)

Save Australia, Save the World: 
Destroy the Greenies!
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